with an error matrix E(τ ) = L(τ ) −L(τ ). We conjecture that this approach could potentially lead to a better approximation and thus a more effective preconditioner than from the traditional approach; i.e., E(τ ) is smaller than E(π) where τ and π are constructed to reduce fill inL(τ ) and L(π) respectively.
Orderings to explicitly reduce fill in the incomplete factorL could potentially be constructed from any of the three broad classes of fill reducing orderings, namely band/envelope or profile methods such as the Reverse Cuthill McKee [12] , greedy minimum degree like heuristics [1, 11, 18, 23, 27] , and divideand-conquer nested-dissection methods [13, 17] . In addition, hybrids of the latter two classes [2, 14] are also potentially viable. However, the focus of our paper is on a natural formulation in terms of greedy, minimum degree like orderings which can be easily interleaved with the incomplete factorization process.
In this paper, we develop an interleaved minimum degree ordering and incomplete factorization scheme and we report on its performance on a large test-suite of sparse matrices. Section 2 contains notation and background. Section 3 contains a description of our main algorithm and its variants. Section 4 contains extensive empirical results which indicate that our new methods perform significantly better than the traditional schemes. Section 5 attempts to explain the improved performance of our methods and Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
Background
In this section, we provide a brief background on incomplete Cholesky preconditioners and their application to accelerate the convergence of the method of Conjugate Gradients (CG). We start with an overview of fill-reducing ordering schemes and their role in determining the structure of the sparse Cholesky factor L and its incomplete formL. We then continue with an overview of the two main types of incomplete factorization schemes and end with a short review on re-factoring after applying diagonal shifts if the factorization process were to breakdown.
Henceforth, we use L to denote the sparse Cholesky factor corresponding to a specific fill-reducing permutation of the coefficient matrix A. We useL to denote its incomplete form. For any matrix B, we use B * ,i todenoteitsi-thcolumnand(B i, * ) to denote its i−th row.
Fill-reducing orderings and the sparsity structure of L. A fill reducing ordering of A is a symmetric permutation of its rows/columns typically computed using symbolic heuristics. Such heuristics are applied either to the graph of A or to a series of elimination graphs representing the evolving structure of L as it is computed by a symbolic equivalent of Cholesky factorization. These methods are thus based on a graph model of Cholesky factorization [24, 25] ; more details can be found in classic books on sparse direct methods [9, 12] .
As mentioned earlier, ordering schemes consist of methods from three broad classes (band/envelope, greedy and nested-dissection) and their hybrids. Of particular relevance to this paper are the class of greedy minimum degree like orderings [1, 11, 18, 23, 27] . The minimum degree algorithm was first proposed by Tinney and Walker [29] and is the symmetric analog of the Markowitz ordering scheme [19] . The algorithm minimizes the number of operations in the rank-1 update at each step of a right-looking sparse Cholesky factorization. An efficient implementation, "multiple minimum degree" (MMD) , is due to Liu [18] ; Amestoy, Davis and Duff [1] have developed "approximate minimum degree" which uses an approximation to the degree to reduce ordering time. A related ordering heuristic, also proposed by Tinney and Walker [29] , is the minimum deficiency algorithm, which minimizes the number of fill entries introduced at each step of sparse Cholesky factorization. More recently, efficient analogs of this scheme have also been developed and they tend to reduce the fill and operation count better than minimum degree at the expense of a slight penalty in ordering time [23, 27] .
Fill reducing orderings can affect the quality of an incomplete factorization preconditioner. It has been generally observed that for very sparseL, envelope type orderings, such as RCM (Reverse Cuthill Mckee), may be superior to minimum degree and its variants in accelerating the convergence of Conjugate Gradients [8] . However, forL with more fill-in, minimum-degree performs quite well and is generally the fill-reduction method of choice for a cache-efficient blocked implementations of incomplete Cholesky factorization [22] .
Orderings forL. Earlier research on developing ordering schemes to improve the quality of the preconditionerL were based on numeric metrics. D'Azevedo et al. [5, 6] developed a greedy ordering scheme using numeric metrics related to the norm of the discarded portion of the rank-1 update matrix in a right-looking implementation of incomplete factorization. Their metric allowed explicitly selecting as the next column to be numbered, a column with the minimum discarded fill in its rank-1 update. This metric can be viewed as a numeric analog of the 'minimum deficiency' symbolic metric of Tinney and Walker [29] ; however, it is related purely to the quality of preconditioning and not to the sparsity ofL. The 'minimum discarded fill' method was successful in significantly improving the quality of the preconditioner but the associated computational overheads were observed to be significant [5, 6] .
Types of Incomplete Cholesky Factorization. The basic step in incomplete Cholesky (IC) factorization is that of computingL, an incomplete form of the (complete) sparse factor L for a given fill-reducing permutation π of A. There are two broad types of methods based on either symbolic or numeric measures.
The 'level-of-fill' incomplete factorization is best described using the graph model of sparse Cholesky factorization [24, 26] . It uses a symbolic metric that characterizes the nonzero structure of L and thus ofL. Consider L, the Cholesky factor corresponding to a fill reducing ordering π. If L i,j = 0, then there exist one or more paths from j to i in the graph of the permuted A with intermediate vertices that are numbered less than min(i, j) [12, 24, 26] . Such a path is known as a fill-path. Define as length(p), the number of intermediate vertices in p, a fill-path between vertices j and i. Consider the set F i,j denoting the set of fill-paths between j and i. Now the level-of-fill of the nonzero L i,j is defined as min p∈Fi,j {length(p)}.
In a level-of-fill k incomplete Cholesky factorL, only those nonzeroes in L that have levels of fill less than or equal to k are retained. Thus,L corresponding to a level of fill 0 has exactly the same nonzero structure as the original A permuted according to π. For larger k, more fill in is retained in L typically making it a more effective preconditioner. Henceforth, we refer to this scheme as ICF, and when necessary as ICF(k), where k is a small integer denoting the level-of-fill.
A drop-threshold incomplete Cholesky uses a numeric approach. The columns ofL are computed from left to right much as in complete sparse Cholesky factorization by accumulating updates from earlier columns, computing the square-root of the diagonal element and then scaling the sub-diagonal elements by the diagonal element. However, nonzero entries with magnitude smaller than a given threshold are discarded [21, 30] . There are several ways to define and use the threshold. For example, the threshold can be a non-negative value or a non-negative factor relative to some measure of the size of A (such as the norm of A or max i,j |A i,j |). Other restrictions can also be imposed, such as discarding from each column all but some m nonzero entries satisfying the threshold condition [28] , where m is typically a small constant such as five or ten. Henceforth, we refer to such schemes as ICT, and when necessary as ICT(ω), where ω is the drop-threshold (a small real number). It is customary to start ICT factorization after diagonally scaling the original matrix to obtain unit diagonal values
; this allows easier application of the threshold criterion and a suitable re-scaling can be applied when usingL to accelerate CG.
Observe that for both ICF and ICT the ordering scheme dictates the filled structure of L and thus indirectly controls the form of the incomplete factorL.
Diagonal Shifts on IC Failures. In both ICF and ICT factorizations, a central problem is that of breakdowns when a diagonal elementL i,i becomes close to zero or negative. The simplest approach is that of replacing the diagonal by a small positive constant and then proceeding with the incomplete factorization. However, in practice this can lead to poor quality preconditioners. Another approach for handling such failures is to consider the incomplete re-factorization of the shifted matrix A + αI. Now a key question is that of determining the proper value of the shift α; ideally, it should be the smallest magnitude shift required to prevent breakdowns. If the shift is large, then it can affect the quality of preconditioning throughL. Additionally, the shift will also affect the sparsity structure (and hence memory requirements) ofL from an ICT scheme. A general strategy is to start with a small α which is then iteratively increased if a breakdown occurs [16] .
An Interleaved Minimum Degree Ordering
We now develop our scheme for interleaved ordering and incomplete factorization (ICF or ICT) based on the greedy minimum degree metric of Tinney [29] . We henceforth refer to our ordering as 'Interleaved Minimum Degree' (IMD). The ordering τ computed by IMD is specifically designed to reduce the number of operations in computing the incomplete factorL whereas, in the traditional scheme, the ordering π is computed to reduce the number of operations to compute L.
Our method uses a purely symbolic, degree like metric to control the number of operations in IC and the fill incurred inL. In addition, we use a simple numeric measure to break ties among columns with the same degree metric. We refer to our IMD scheme in conjunction with a level of fill ICF(k) as IMDF; likewise, we call our IMD scheme in conjunction with a drop-threshold ICT as IMDT.
Consider true sparse Cholesky factorization when the algorithm proceeds column by column from left to right along an N × N matrix. The i−th factorization step (i = 1, · · · N − 1) is described by the following equations starting with H 1 = A; I p is the p × p identity matrix, v i is an N − i vector of the sub-diagonal elements of the current H i , and H i+1 is the remaining (N − i) × (N − i) submatrix.
In incomplete Cholesky, the remaining submatrix L i and H i+1 at the i step are computed by discarding some elements of v i and some elements from the rank-1 update by v i . Consequently, for any i, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , incomplete Cholesky uses an approximation of the formĤ i = H i − E i where E i is the error matrix corresponding to values dropped from v i and H i+1 .
Our algorithm is but a natural extension of the original minimum degree to reduce the number of operations associated with the rank-1 update from the current column in a right-looking IC scheme. In IMD, ordering is interleaved with numeric computations. In a first step, the column to be numbered i is selected as the one with minimal degree in the currentĤ i . In the second phase, this column is factored and sub-diagonal nonzeroes in the column are dropped according to the level-of-fill or drop-threshold criterion. Additionally, the rank-1 update is performed with this column; if the current column is i andĤ j,i = 0 is to be retained according to the level-of-fill or drop-threshold criterion, column i inĤ is used to update column j. Finally, the degree metric is updated for all such neighboring columns j of i. Observe that j is the original column number in A and although this column has not yet been numbered in the IMD ordering, it will be assigned a number higher than i.
Our ordering scheme with a symbolic degree metric is fully interleaved with the incomplete factorization process. Henceforth, we useL to denote the matrix at the i−th step from an algorithmic viewpoint starting withL initialized to A. The first i − 1 columns of this matrix are the computed columns of the final preconditioner (L i ) while its rightmost n − i submatrix corresponds toĤ i+1 . Figure 1 contains a schematic of our basic algorithm using thisL notation.
An additional detail involves retaining or dropping an element of the formL p,j , arising from an update to column j by the current column i in which the elementL j,i andL p,i are retained. As explained above, j and p are original column numbers in A; these columns have not yet been numbered in IMD but they will eventually be numbered higher than i. In an ICF(k) implementation, we apply the update and retainL p,j only if the level (in terms of fill-paths as discussed earlier) of this update is less than or equal to k, i.e., it arises from a fill-path of length less than or equal to k. Consider next, an ICT(ω) scheme with a threshold condition by whichLp, j is retained if we apply the update and retainL p,j only if it satisfies the threshold condition at the current point in the factorization process. We believe that our approach allows us to limit the amount of intermediate storage required in a right-looking IC implementation while allowing a consistent application of the level-of-fill or drop-threshold criterion.
In all greedy schemes, tie-breaking among columns with the same value of the metric is of considerable importance [11] . We view tie-breaking as a potential opportunity to improve the quality of the preconditionerL by using some suitable numeric measure that can be computed inexpensively as part of our IMD scheme. Henceforth, IMD refers to the formulation where ties are broken arbitrarily.
Our tie-breaking schemes are based on the magnitude of the diagonal elements of columns with the same minimal value of the degree metric. The first variant we consider is motivated by the idea of stability through pivot selection. If two or more columns have the same minimal value of the metric, then we select as the next column to be numbered the one with the largest diagonal value. We refer to this scheme as IMD(F/T)-BD (for big diagonal).
Our second tie-breaking scheme reflects a 'greedy' attempt to potentially reduce breakdowns during incomplete factorization; we refer to this scheme as IMD(F/T)-SD (for small diagonal). Recall that during Cholesky factorization (whether it is incomplete or not), the diagonal values can only get smaller in magnitude through subsequent rank-1 updates as
2 }. Thus, to prevent potential breakdowns we break ties by selecting the column with the smallest diagonal among those with minimal degree. This scheme is also partly motivated by certain structural developments that occur in the course of minimum degree orderings [11] for L. Although our scheme is forL, we still expect such behavior (albeit less pronounced). More specifically, there is a growth of sets of indistinguishable vertices (or columns) in the elimination graph. Two or more vertices indistinguishable vertices are fully connected to each other and in addition they have the same set of neighbors. Thus, ordering among them does not affect sparsity. However, it does have the potential to affect the numerical process; for example, if four columns p, q, r, s are indistinguishable then the first to be numbered will result in updates to the remaining three. Now if the column with the smallest diagonal value is numbered highest among the four, it may suffer a breakdown as its diagonal value gets reduced by updates from the three columns numbered earlier. IMD-SD attempts to prevent such breakdowns by numbering the column with the smallest diagonal value first.
As the factorization proceeds, the diagonal value of the current column may cease to be a nonzero positive value. In such a case, we apply a diagonal shift of α and re-apply our algorithm to the shifted matrix A + αI.
In summary, our method is a column-by-column implementation of minimum degree to locally reduce the number of operations in successive rank-1 updates in an incomplete Cholesky factorization. The extra costs of implementing the ordering interleaved with the factorization correspond to the those of finding columns with minimum degree and performing the degree update. To support the latter, in our IMD with arbitrary tie breaking we use a heap data-structure. This structure will at worst add an overhead of O(N log N ) for a matrix with N columns. However, for IMD-SD and IMD-BD with numeric tie-breaking, the simple heap data-structure is no longer appropriate because it does not provide an easy mechanism to identify all columns with the same degree metric. Now, we use a combination of heaps and queues. The heap is based on the degree values; each heap-node represents a specific degree value and is in turn linked to a queue containing all columns with that value of the degree metric. Tie-breaking involves traversing the queue associated with the minimum degree. We also maintain a 'reverse look-up index' per column to efficiently identify the degree queue to which it belongs; this allows associated degree updates to occur in constant time.
Empirical Results
In this section, we report on the results our experiments to evaluate the performance of our IMD schemes. A key aspect concerns comparisons with ICF and ICT preceded by (i) the Minimum Discarded Fill (MDF) ordering forL [5, 6] , and (ii) the more traditional Multiple Minimum Degree (MMD) and the Reverse Cuthill McKee (RCM) orderings [10] for the complete Cholesky factor L. Our comparisons with MDF are somewhat limited because the code is no longer available [7] . We therefore developed a simple implementation of MDF in C (as suggested by the authors of MDF) to compare the quality of the preconditioner for a small number of test cases. We report on these experiments first and then consider in greater detail the performance of our IMD schemes and the traditional ICF and ICT ordered by MMD and RCM for reducing fill in the (complete) Cholesky factor. We henceforth refer to these traditional forms as MMD-ICF, MMD-ICF, RCM-ICF, and RCM-ICT. We label our ICF scheme, IMDF when arbitrary tie-breaking is used and IMDF-BD/IMDF-SD when tie-breaking is numerical (using big or small diagonal elements); similarly, we label our ICT counterparts IMDT, IMDT-BD and IMDT-SD.
For our comparisons with MDF, we consider a set of six matrices (bccstk14, bcsstk16, s1rmt3m1, s2rmq4m1, bodyy5, fdm1) representative of our larger test suite described in Table 1 . MDF orderings are known to be significantly expensive to compute [5, 6] . Furthermore, our simple C implementation is not tuned for the best performance and is thus not suitable for comparing execution times. Consequently, our experiments concern the quality of preconditioners computed by MDF and our IMDF schemes. MDF is suitable only for ICF and we consider ICF with 4 levels of fill ( k=0, 1, 2, and 3) for each method. Observe that even if the level of fill is the same, MDF and IMDF variants can lead to differences in the number of nonzeroes in the preconditioner. We therefore report on the number of iterations of CG (required upon preconditioning through MDF, IMDF, IMDF-BD and IMDF-SD) as a function of the number of nonzeroes in the incomplete factor (reported as the 'scaled fill', |L| |A| ). These results are shown in Figure 2 ; the plots clearly indicate that in most instances, our IMDF schemes produce better quality preconditioners for approximately equal amounts of fill in the incomplete factor.
We used a test suite of 34 matrices shown Table 1 for our experiments to comparatively evaluate In the first stage of our experiments we compute the incomplete factorL after diagonal scaling of the original A. When breakdowns occur in this stage we use the diagonal shift scheme of Lin et al. [16] . We re-factor with an initial shift α = 10 −3 ; subsequent breakdowns result in refactoring with a doubling of the shift value α. If α becomes larger than the diagonal element in A, we conclude that the method failed to compute the incomplete Cholesky preconditioner. In the second stage of our experiments, we solve for four different right-hand side vectors usingL in the first stage as a preconditioner for CG. We use the row-sum vector as one of the right-hand-side vectors (with 3 other random vectors) and a stopping criterion of 10 −6 residual norm or maximum iterations of 1,000. A method fails to solve the linear system if the desired tolerance is not achieved within the maximum number of iterations.
Matrix
In the rest of this section we report on our empirical evaluation of the five methods for ICF and ICT preconditioners. We use scatter plots of the various performance metrics over the test instances and we typically group results for ICF followed by results for ICT. Within each group (ICF or ICT), we typically provide two figures drawn to the same scale with the one to the left for our three IMD schemes and the one to the right for MMD and RCM ICF/ICT. We also provide summaries of performance metrics using simple totals and geometric means for average values.
Quality of Preconditioners.
To evaluate the quality of preconditioners in accelerating the convergence of CG, we consider the following three metrics.
• Scaled fill: defined as the number of nonzeroes in the preconditioner relative to the number of nonzeroes in the original matrix, i.e., |L| |A| .
• Iterations: the number of iterations for CG to converge using a row-sum vector of A for the right-hand-side.
• Operations: defined as the product 'scaled fill × iterations,' a measure of the number of operations required to apply the preconditioner to solve for a single right-hand-side vector.
If any one of the five methods fails in either the first IC stage or in the second stage during CG iterations, we exclude that instance from figures and tables in this section. Figure 3 shows the performance of ICF and ICT preconditioners with 'scaled fill' along the X-axis and 'iterations' along the Y-axis. A method is better if its points are tightly clustered about the bottom and left corner. In this sense, observe that IMD, IMD-SD and IMD-BD are noticeably better than the traditional MMD and RCM schemes for both ICF and ICT. IMD-SD forms the tightest cluster for both ICF and ICT with the effect being more pronounced for ICT.
We next consider the 'operations' metric; this is a scaled version of the actual number of operations required for a single solution (excluding preconditioner construction costs). We show this metric relative to IMD-SD for each test instance where no method fails. For each test instance, we divide the observed Operations by those for IMDF-SD (for ICF) or IMDT-SD (ICT). Figure 4 shows this 'relative operations' metric; a method performs better (worse) than IMD-SD if its value for that instance is smaller (greater) than 1. Observe that the plots for RCM and MMD indicate that in many instances they perform worse than any of the IMD variants. More specifically, IMD-SD is better than RCM in 60% of the ICF instances and in 80% of the ICT tests. Perhaps even more remarkable is the fact that IMD-SD is better than MMD in 90% of the ICF tests and in 95% of the ICT instances. These results indicate that using the degree metric to reduce the operation count during the rank-1 updates of the incomplete factor (as opposed to those for the complete factor) result in significantly improved preconditioners.
Summary results on the average performance of the five methods (over all successful instances) in terms of 'scaled fill,' 'iterations' and 'operations' are shown in Table 2 . Consider the means relative to IMD-SD. On average, for ICF, IMDF without tie-breaking and IMDF-BD require 10% to 14% more iterations than IMDF-SD for nearly equal densities of the preconditioner. However, for ICT, the effect of the tie-breaking strategy is more pronounced; while IMDT-BD performs nearly as well as IMDT-SD, IMDT requires 33% more iterations than IMDT-SD while incurring approximately 12% more 'Scaled Fill. ' Performance summaries (averages) in Table 2 clearly indicate significant improvements through our new IMD methods over traditional ICF and ICT using MMD or RCM orderings. RCM-ICF on average incurs 8% less scaled fill to converge with 46% more iterations than IMDF-SD while RCM-ICT (on average) requires 81% more iterations than IMDT-SD at approximately equal densities of the preconditioner. MMD-ICF requires 78% more iterations than IMDF-SD while MMD-ICT requires 107% more iterations than IMDT-SD at nearly equal densities of the preconditioner. The performance improvements from IMD are even more prominent when one considers the 'Operations' metric. On average, RCM-ICF requires 1.72 times the operations for IMDF-SD; the corresponding factor is 2.24 for MMD-ICF. Likewise, RCM-ICT (MMD-ICT) requires 2.1 (2.52) times the number of operations required by IMDT-SD. These results are indeed very promising and they clearly demonstrate the potential of our methods for obtaining very effective preconditioners for accelerating the convergence of CG.
Execution Times. We now report the observed execution times for computing the preconditioner and applying it to solve four linear systems. As indicated in Section 3, interleaving minimum degree ordering with the incomplete numeric factorizations requires more complicated data-structures and their management and thus increases the time to compute the preconditioner. As described earlier, the first stage of computations include diagonal scaling, ordering, and incomplete numeric factorization. This stage also includes re-factorizations after diagonal shifting until the preconditioner computation succeeds or fails; the latter occurs when the maximum allowable diagonal shift α is exceeded. We henceforth refer to the execution time of this stage as that for computing the preconditionerL. We report timing results only over all successful instances. The second stage of computations concerns applying the preconditioner to solve for a given right-hand-side vector using CG. We consider a total of four different right-hand-side vectors including three selected at random and the row sum vector. Figure 5 shows total time over both stages relative to that for RCM-ICF or RCM-ICT. We chose to normalize by the latter as it tends to be the fastest scheme. The scatter plots indicate that in a majority of instances the overall performance of IMD-SD is better than that of RCM-ICF/ICT.
Summary results for the two individual stages and their totals are shown in Table 3 ; the top half of the table provides averages of actual execution times while the bottom half provides means relative to RCM-ICF/ICT. Our IMD variants require significantly less time than MMD-ICF/ICT to set upL; this improvement is a consequence of the fact that our IMD schemes require fewer re-factorizations after applying diagonal shifts. However, not surprisingly, our IMD methods are significantly slower by factors of 1.44 to 1.81 than RCM-ICF/ICT with respect to computing the preconditioner. But this higher cost of preconditioner results in significantly faster solution time for four right-hand-side vectors, RCM-ICT requires approximately 100% more time than IMDT-SD while MMD-ICT requies approximately 133% more time than IMDT-SD. When the preconditioner construction time is added to the time for solving four systems, our IMDF-SD requires 15% less time than RCM-ICF while IMDT-SD requires 46% less time than RCM-ICT. Observe that the time for solving for four systems is typically much greater than the time to computeL for all methods. Thus, the performance benefits from our IMD schemes should be more dramatic when the cost of computing the preconditioner is amortized over a longer sequence of solutions for different right-hand-side vectors. Table 3 : Average execution times for computingL, four solutions, and the total time to computeL and solving 4 systems. Relative values (with respect to RCM-ICF/ICT) less (greater) than 1 indicate that the method performed faster (slower) than RCM-ICF/ICT.
Failures and Diagonal Shifts.
Recall that if failures occur during the computation ofL, we shift as A + αI before recomputingL. Successive shifts double α and a method fails to computeL if α exceeds the maximum allowable shift value [16] . The actual shift value used beforeL is computed successfully can affect the fill incurred; often |L| from ICT is larger with a larger shift α. The shift value also affects the quality of preconditioning; it is common for a larger shift results in slower convergence or breakdowns during PCG.
Our interleaved IMD orderings appear to be remarkably effective in computingL with smaller shifts on average and a very small number of failures as shown in Table 4 . For very sparseL, such as level of fill 0 and drop threshold ω = .1, all methods need several shifts. However, for higher fill instances, such as level of fill 3 and drop threshold ω = .001, the number of shifts on average for RCM and MMD methods is 4.25 to 5.6 times that of IMD-SD. The need for fewer shifts for IMD methods translates to fewer breakdowns in the process of computingL. Additionally, as the final diagonal shift is smaller, the preconditioning quality is affected less adversely translating to fewer breakdowns during PCG. The number of failures shown in Table 4 indicate that our IMD methods are remarkably robust when compared to the traditional RCM/MMD based ICT and ICF. RCM (MMD) based ICF and ICT methods have failure rates of approximately 19% (22%) over both stages for our test instances while IMD and its SD and BD variants have no failures. Thus, using the degree (structural) metric for orderingL in IMD methods appears to indirectly improve the numerical properties ofL.
Toward Reducing Discarded Fill
As shown in the preceding section, our IMD method (and its variants based on numerical metrics for tie-breaking) result in preconditioners that are significantly more effective than traditional IC using MMD and RCM orderings. We now provide some conjectures on the underlying mechanism that could potentially explain this improved performance.
Consider the error matrix E defined as the difference matrix between the sparse complete Cholesky factor L and the incomplete Cholesky factorL using the same ordering. For the traditional ICF/ICT with the ordering π computed in a first MMD or RCM step we consider the difference matrix E(π) =
L(π) −L(π).
For an ordering τ computed by our IMD schemes, there exists a complete sparse Cholesky factor L(τ ) corresponding to this permutation of A with the error matrix E(τ ) = L(τ ) −L(τ ). Such an error matrix can be used as a measure of the quality of the preconditioner [3] . We conjecture that our IMD methods on average result in smaller error matrices and thus better approximations to the corresponding true sparse Cholesky factors, i.e., |E(τ )| ≤ |E(π)| where τ and (π) reduce fill inL(τ ) and L(π) respectively. In Figure 6 , we show the 2-norm of the error matrix for three matrices over all methods. This value is consistently smaller for IMD and its SD and BD variants. IMD-SD has the smallest error matrix and it typically results in a preconditioner leading to the smallest number of PCG iterations.
Consider the assumption that the improved performance of IMD and its variants arises from the ability of such methods to compute low error incomplete factorizations. Now this attribute must be a consequence of the minimum degree metric applied to IC. We conjecture that in IMD, the minimum degree metric serves as a structural (or symbolic) measure of the discard matrix at each stage of the right-looking process. Note that because the degree metric is the number of sub-diagonal nonzeroes satisfying the ICF/ICT criterion at the current stage, IMD automatically selects a column of degree m such that m 2 , the number of operations in the corresponding rank-1 update is minimal (and no more than m 2 ). This quantity m 2 also represents the number of elements in the rank-1 update matrix of which some fraction will be dropped. This fraction is a structural measure of the discarded matrix at each stage.
We expect the minimal degree in IMD to be small when compared with MMD for complete sparse Cholesky factor L. In the latter case, even for near optimal fill orderings of model sparse matrices from five-point finite-difference discretizations on a two dimensional √ N × √ N grids, the minimum degree will grow to O( √ N ) [12] . However, for such problems, most IC schemes would limit the number of nonzeroes in any column ofL to be within a small constant factor of those in A. This limited growth in minimum degree will be exactly computed and used in our IMD schemes. By using the actual degree in L, IMD can more effectively control the sparsity ofL and limit the size of the discarded submatrix at each rank-1 update. We thus conjecture that IMD results in a more economical incomplete factorization process that indirectly helps reduce a structural measure of the errors incurred at each step through dropping.
To attempt to substantiate our claim, we consider ICF factorizations and compute Φ, the size of fill-in relative to |A| and ∆ the total number of dropped elements relative to |A| for each test matrix for levels of fill 0 through 3. The number of diagonal shifts can affect both Φ and ∆ values and we therefore report values only for instances that required no diagonal shifting for all methods. IMDF-SD to the right. On average MMD-ICF (RCM-ICF) requires 100% (12%) more Φ + ∆ than the IMD schemes. Considering only ∆ (as a structural measure of the discarded/error matrix), MMD-ICF on average discards 84% more elements than IMDF while RCM-ICF discards 27% more elements than IMDF.
If the degree metric in IMD does indeed serve as a structural measure to reduce the discarded fill, then the improved quality of our preconditioners would be consistent with the results reported by D'Azevedo et al. [5, 6] . The latter consider 'minimum discarded fill' (MDF) orderings for levelof-fill IC. MDF computes an ordering by explicitly minimizing the numeric error at each step in a right-looking incomplete Cholesky factorization. The authors report that the scheme produce better quality preconditioners than traditional ICF using MMD or RCM at the expense of significant overheads incurred for computing the MDF ordering. As reported in Section 4, in most instances, our IMDF methods produce incomplete Cholesky preconditioners of better quality than MDF. The fact that MDF and our IMD methods produce better quality preconditioners than the traditional approaches could be a consequence of reduced discarded fill. Further improvements in the quality of preconditioners produced by our IMD methods could be a consequence of improved tie-breaking and the ability of IMD and its variants to effectively limit fill inL.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a class of new IMD schemes for effective preconditioning through interleaving of greedy minimum degree ordering and incomplete factorization. Our methods perform significantly better than traditional MMD-IC both with respect to the time required for computing the preconditioner and its effectiveness in accelerating the convergence of CG, Empirical results indicate that on average RCM-IC (MMD-IC) requires 72% to 110% (124% to 152%) more operations than our IMD-SD (with small-diagonal tie-breaking) to solve a linear system using preconditioned Conjugate Gradients. This improved quality of preconditioning is achieved at the cost of increased time to compute the preconditioner; on average IMD (with no tie-breaking) requires approximately 6% (20%) more time than RCM-ICF (RCM-ICT), the fastest class of methods of computingL). Tie-breaking increases the time to 44% (80%) more than RCM-ICF (RCM-ICT). However, this extra cost of computing the preconditioner can be justified if it can be amortized over a sequence of solutions for different righthand side vectors. Our experiments indicate that when total time is considered including preconditioner set-up and its application to solve four systems, IMD-SD requires the least time (on average). Thus, the overall performance of our IMD schemes should be significantly better than MMD-IC or RCM-IC when the preconditioner is computed once and used to solve a larger number of linear systems. Our IMD schemes also appear to be considerably more robust than the traditional schemes with respect to computing the preconditioner.
IMD orderings reduce the number of operations in the rank-1 update of a right-looking incomplete Cholesky factorization. We conjecture that this process results in a preconditionerL which may be a better approximation to the complete Cholesky factor L, thus providing more effective preconditioning. We further conjecture that such better approximations are achieved by using the degree metric. A smaller degree leads to smaller upper bound in the number of elements that could be discarded at each rack-1 update, thus serving as a structural measure for limiting the error incurred at each step of the factorization. This conjecture is somewhat substantiated by our experiments which indicate that the norm of the error matrix is smaller and (on average) the number of drops incurred using IMDF is substantially smaller than for MMD-ICF and RCM-ICF. 
